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HB 2036 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 119 0 0 1 0 4 1 125

Senate Substitute for HB 2036 by Committee on Assessment and Taxation - Modifying income tax rates for individuals, exempting all social security benefits from
Kansas income tax, increasing the Kansas standard deduction and the Kansas personal exemption, decreasing the privilege tax normal tax, establishing a 0% state
rate for sales and use taxes for food and food ingredients on July 1, 2024, and modifying the percent credited to the state highway fund, increasing the extent of
property tax exemption for residential property from the statewide school levy, decreasing the rate of ad valorem tax imposed by a school district, abolishing the local ad
valorem tax reduction fund and the county and city revenue sharing fund and providing for certain transfers to the state school district finance fund.

HB 2036 Consideration of Veto 4/26/24 Yea 104 15 0 1 0 5 0 125

Senate Substitute for HB 2036 by Committee on Assessment and Taxation - Modifying income tax rates for individuals, exempting all social security benefits from
Kansas income tax, increasing the Kansas standard deduction and the Kansas personal exemption, decreasing the privilege tax normal tax, establishing a 0% state
rate for sales and use taxes for food and food ingredients on July 1, 2024, and modifying the percent credited to the state highway fund, increasing the extent of
property tax exemption for residential property from the statewide school levy, decreasing the rate of ad valorem tax imposed by a school district, abolishing the local ad
valorem tax reduction fund and the county and city revenue sharing fund and providing for certain transfers to the state school district finance fund.

HB 2047 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Yea 108 12 0 1 0 4 0 125

Senate Substitute for HB 2047 by Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources - Requiring approval of livestock brand applications by the animal health
commissioner, increasing the maximum amount for brand registration and renewal fees, prohibiting entering or remaining on and knowingly making false statements to
gain access to animal facilities and field crop production areas, providing penalties therefor and removing the intent to destroy property in the farm animal and field crop
and research facilities protection act.

HB 2096 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Yea 91 26 2 1 0 5 0 125

Establishing the veterans' valor property tax relief act providing for an income tax credit or refund for eligible individuals, increasing the tax credit amount for household
and dependent care expenses, modifying the definition of household income and increasing the appraised value threshold for eligibility of seniors and disabled veterans
related to increased property tax claims and citing the section as the homeowners' property tax freeze program, providing a property tax rebate for certain business
property operated in competition with property owned or operated by a governmental entity, providing property tax exemptions for certain personal property including
watercraft, marine equipment, off-road vehicles, motorized bicycles and certain trailers, excluding internal revenue code section 1031 exchange transactions as
indicators of fair market value, providing for certain exclusions from the prohibition of paying taxes under protest after a valuation notice appeal and providing four prior
years' values on the annual valuation notice.

HB 2097 Motion to adopt CCR 4/29/24 Yea 102 22 1 0 0 0 0 125

Enacting the Kansas film and digital media industry production development act, providing a tax credit, sales tax exemption and loans and grants to incentivize film,
video and digital media production in Kansas, establishing a program to be administered by the secretary of commerce for the purpose of developing such production in
Kansas, requiring the secretary of commerce to issue reports on the economic impact, providing sales tax exemptions for purchases by a certain community theaters
and purchases and sales made by the friends of cedar crest association and establishing an income, privilege and premium tax credit for employers that employ
members of the Kansas army and air national guard and establishing an income tax credit for employees that are members thereof.

HB 2098 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 102 17 0 1 0 5 0 125

Providing a deduction from sales or compensating use tax when selling and buying different motor vehicles within 120 days, providing an exemption for certain
purchases by disabled veterans of the armed forces of the United States, excluding manufacturers' coupons from the sales or selling price for sales tax purposes,
providing sales tax exemptions for custom meat processing services and purchases for the construction or repair of buildings used for human habitation by the Kansas
state school for the blind and the Kansas state school for the deaf, providing sales tax exemptions for certain purchases by doorstep inc., exploration place, inc.,
Kansas children's discovery center, inc. and the Kansas fairgrounds foundation and providing for a sales tax exemption for sales of property and services used in the
provision of communications services.
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HB 2098 Consideration of Veto 4/26/24 Yea 99 20 0 1 0 5 0 125

Providing a deduction from sales or compensating use tax when selling and buying different motor vehicles within 120 days, providing an exemption for certain
purchases by disabled veterans of the armed forces of the United States, excluding manufacturers' coupons from the sales or selling price for sales tax purposes,
providing sales tax exemptions for custom meat processing services and purchases for the construction or repair of buildings used for human habitation by the Kansas
state school for the blind and the Kansas state school for the deaf, providing sales tax exemptions for certain purchases by doorstep inc., exploration place, inc.,
Kansas children's discovery center, inc. and the Kansas fairgrounds foundation and providing for a sales tax exemption for sales of property and services used in the
provision of communications services.

HB 2101 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 118 1 0 2 0 4 0 125

Regulating contract for deed transactions, authorizing recording of contract for deeds or affidavits of equitable interest, listing deceptive practices constituting violations
of the consumer protection act, requiring notice to the buyer of default and allowing buyers to cure such default.

HB 2103 Final Action Sub Bill 2/1/24 Yea 113 3 0 3 0 5 1 125

Substitute for HB 2103 by Committee on Financial Institutions and Pensions - Eliminating the statutory 15% alternative investment limit for the KPERS fund and
requiring the KPERS board to establish an alternative investment percentage limit.

HB 2105 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 81 40 0 1 0 3 0 125

Prohibiting postsecondary educational institutions from taking certain actions regarding admission applicants, applicants for employment and faculty concerning
diversity, equity or inclusion, exceptions, providing for civil remedies and penalties, submitting a report to the legislature and posting information on the board of regents
website.

HB 2124 Motion to adopt CCR 4/3/24 Yea 118 3 0 1 0 3 0 125

Senate Substitute for HB 2124 by Committee on Federal and State Affairs - Permitting beer and hard cider sales by microbreweries to retailers, public venues, clubs,
drinking establishments, holders of temporary permits and caterers and allowing such sales at special events to consumers.

HB 2144 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 107 12 0 1 0 5 0 125

Senate Substitute for HB 2144 by Committee on Judiciary - Creating the crimes of encouraging suicide and organized retail crime, providing criminal penalties for
violation thereof, including organized retail crime in the definition of racketeering activity under the Kansas racketeer influenced and corrupt organization act and
authorizing the attorney general to prosecute specified crimes that are part of an alleged course of criminal conduct that occurred in two or more counties.

HB 2168 Final Action Sub Bill 2/14/24 Yea 105 6 0 3 0 11 0 125

Requiring the secretary of corrections to prepare inmates for release from custody and assist with gathering identification documentation.

HB 2176 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Creating the Arkansas city area public library district act and the Udall area public library district act, requiring an election for the creation of such district and authorizing
unified school districts No. 470 and 463 to levy a tax on behalf of such library district.

HB 2177 Motion to Withraw from Committee 4/1/24 Nay 43 61 0 4 0 15 2 125

Removing statutory provisions that require marriage to be between two parties of the opposite sex.

HB 2247 Motion to Concur 3/14/24 Yea 111 11 0 0 0 3 0 125

Modifying certain terms, definitions, deadlines and provisions contained in the uniform consumer credit code and transferring mortgage provisions from the uniform
consumer credit code to the Kansas mortgage business act.
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HB 2273 Motion to Amend - Helgerson 3/19/24 Nay 38 78 0 1 3 0 5 125

Substitute for HB 2273 by Committee on Appropriations - Making and concerning certain supplemental appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025 and appropriations
for fiscal years 2025 and 2026 for various state agencies.

HB 2273 Committee of the Whole - Suspend House Rule
2110

3/19/24 Nay 36 75 0 1 3 0 10 125

Substitute for HB 2273 by Committee on Appropriations - Making and concerning certain supplemental appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025 and appropriations
for fiscal years 2025 and 2026 for various state agencies.

HB 2273 Motion to Amend - Miller, V. 3/19/24 Nay 50 71 0 1 3 0 0 125

Substitute for HB 2273 by Committee on Appropriations - Making and concerning certain supplemental appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025 and appropriations
for fiscal years 2025 and 2026 for various state agencies.

HB 2273 Motion to Amend - Carr 3/19/24 Nay 35 80 0 1 3 0 6 125

Substitute for HB 2273 by Committee on Appropriations - Making and concerning certain supplemental appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025 and appropriations
for fiscal years 2025 and 2026 for various state agencies.

HB 2273 Motion to Amend - Hougland 3/19/24 Nay 36 79 0 1 3 0 6 125

Substitute for HB 2273 by Committee on Appropriations - Making and concerning certain supplemental appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025 and appropriations
for fiscal years 2025 and 2026 for various state agencies.

HB 2273 Final Action Sub Bill 3/20/24 Nay 91 32 0 1 0 1 0 125

Substitute for HB 2273 by Committee on Appropriations - Making and concerning certain supplemental appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025 and appropriations
for fiscal years 2025 and 2026 for various state agencies.

HB 2284 Motion to adopt CCR 1/18/24 Yea 81 37 0 3 0 4 0 125

Adding fire districts to the definition of &quot;municipality&quot; for purposes of the payment of COBRA premiums under certain circumstances.

HB 2284 Consideration of Veto 2/20/24 Yea 81 42 0 2 0 0 0 125

Providing an income tax rate of 5.25% for individuals, exempting all social security benefits from Kansas income tax, increasing the standard deduction by a cost-of-
living adjustment, increasing the Kansas personal exemption, decreasing the privilege tax normal tax, establishing a 0% state rate for sales and use taxes for food and
food ingredients on April 1, 2024, and increasing the extent of property tax exemption for residential property from the statewide school levy.

HB 2353 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 3 1 125

Increasing the amount of time a person may be held for treatment and adding criteria for when continued treatment may be ordered under the care and treatment act
for mentally ill persons.

HB 2358 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/29/24 Yea 106 9 0 6 0 4 0 125

Permitting mid-level practitioners to provide medical certification to attest to an individual&#39;s cause of death to file a death certificate.

HB 2358 Motion to Concur in Conference 4/2/24 Yea 110 11 0 1 0 2 1 125

Relating to the uniform vital statistics act; regarding certification of individual causes of death; permitting cause of death certifiers to provide certification.

HB 2385 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Creating an inference of an intent to distribute a controlled substance based on the quantity of the substance possessed instead of a rebuttable presumption.
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HB 2392 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Providing for the 1st Infantry Division and the armed services occupation medal distinctive license plates and relating to the definition of veteran and disabled veteran in
certain statutes.

HB 2436 Motion to Concur 4/1/24 Yea 82 37 0 3 0 3 0 125

Senate Substitute for HB 2436 by Committee on Federal and State Affairs - Creating the crime of coercion to obtain an abortion and providing enhanced criminal
penalties for offenses committed with the intent to coerce a woman to obtain an abortion.

HB 2436 Consideration of Veto 4/29/24 Yea 85 40 0 0 0 0 0 125

Senate Substitute for HB 2436 by Committee on Federal and State Affairs - Creating the crime of coercion to obtain an abortion and providing enhanced criminal
penalties for offenses committed with the intent to coerce a woman to obtain an abortion.

HB 2453 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Enacting the dentist and dental hygienist compact to provide interstate practice privileges for dentists and dental hygienists.

HB 2460 Motion to Amend - Carr 3/20/24 Nay 39 81 0 1 0 1 3 125

Substitute for HB 2460 by Committee on Higher Education Budget - Prohibiting postsecondary educational institutions from taking certain actions regarding admission
applicants, applicants for employment and faculty concerning diversity, equity or inclusion, exceptions, providing for civil remedies and penalties, submitting a report to
the legislature and posting information on the board of regents website.

HB 2460 Final Action Sub Bill 3/21/24 Yea 81 39 0 1 0 4 0 125

Substitute for HB 2460 by Committee on Higher Education Budget - Prohibiting postsecondary educational institutions from taking certain actions regarding admission
applicants, applicants for employment and faculty concerning diversity, equity or inclusion, exceptions, providing for civil remedies and penalties, submitting a report to
the legislature and posting information on the board of regents website.

HB 2465 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 83 38 0 1 0 3 0 125

Enacting the adoption savings account act allowing individuals to establish adoption savings accounts with certain financial institutions, providing eligible expenses,
requirements and restrictions for such accounts and establishing addition and subtraction modifications for contributions to such accounts under the Kansas income tax
act, increasing the income tax credit amount for adoption expenses, establishing an income, privilege and premium tax credit for contributions to eligible charitable
organizations operating pregnancy centers or residential maternity facilities and providing for a sales tax exemption for purchases by pregnancy resource centers and
residential maternity facilities.

HB 2465 Consideration of Veto 4/29/24 Yea 85 40 0 0 0 0 0 125

Enacting the adoption savings account act allowing individuals to establish adoption savings accounts with certain financial institutions, providing eligible expenses,
requirements and restrictions for such accounts and establishing addition and subtraction modifications for contributions to such accounts under the Kansas income tax
act, increasing the income tax credit amount for adoption expenses, establishing an income, privilege and premium tax credit for contributions to eligible charitable
organizations operating pregnancy centers or residential maternity facilities and providing for a sales tax exemption for purchases by pregnancy resource centers and
residential maternity facilities.

HB 2477 Final Action 2/14/24 Yea 110 1 0 3 0 11 0 125

Increasing the maximum reimbursement from the Kansas agricultural remediation fund from $200,000 to $300,000 for an eligible person and from $400,000 to
$600,000 when both a buyer and a seller or a lessee and a lessor are responsible for remediation and increasing the amount available to the Kansas agricultural
remediation board for administrative overhead expenses from $150,000 to $175,000.
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HB 2477 Motion to Concur 3/27/24 Yea 121 0 0 2 0 1 1 125

Increasing the maximum reimbursement from the Kansas agricultural remediation fund from $200,000 to $300,000 for an eligible person and from $400,000 to
$600,000 when both a buyer and a seller or a lessee and a lessor are responsible for remediation and increasing the amount available to the Kansas agricultural
remediation board for administrative overhead expenses from $150,000 to $175,000.

HB 2481 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/15/24 Yea 117 0 0 5 0 3 0 125

Designating portions of K-96 highway as the PFC Henry Lee Fisher memorial highway and the 96th Infantry Division memorial highway.

HB 2481 Motion to adopt CCR 4/3/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Designating portions of K-96 highway as the PFC Henry Lee Fisher memorial highway and the 96th Infantry Division memorial highway, a portion of United States
highway 69 as the Ken W Brock memorial highway, a portion of United States highway 81 as the Merle Miller memorial highway and a portion of United States highway
281 as the first responders memorial highway, redesignating a current portion of the American Legion memorial highway for United States highway 281 and
redesignating a current portion of the Frank Carlson memorial highway for United States highway 81, designating bridge No. 160-96-293.72 in Sumner county as the
SrA Derek Scott Martin memorial bridge and designating the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe #3415 as the official state steam locomotive and the Abilene & Smoky
Valley Railroad as the official state heritage railroad.

HB 2483 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Eliminating the requirement to conduct a recurring 911 implementation audit, a recurring KPERS audit and certain economic development incentive audits.

HB 2483 Motion to Concur 4/1/24 Yea 119 0 0 3 0 3 0 125

Eliminating requirements for the legislative division of post audit to conduct recurring 911 implementation audits and recurring KPERS audits and limiting audit
requirements for certain economic development incentive programs to new programs that provide more than $50,000 of annual incentives, have not previously been
audited and have been recommended for review by the house or senate commerce committees.

HB 2484 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 118 2 0 2 0 3 0 125

Enacting the social work licensure compact to provide interstate practice privileges for social workers.

HB 2487 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Providing immunity from prosecution for certain drug crimes when persons seek or provide medical assistance related to the use of a controlled substance.

HB 2490 Final Action 2/8/24 Yea 120 0 0 3 0 2 0 125

Providing that each juvenile offender case length limit extension shall be for not longer than 90 days.

HB 2491 Final Action 3/14/24 Yea 122 0 0 0 0 3 0 125

Abolishing the law enforcement training center fund; all liabilities of such fund are transferred to and imposed on the state general fund; moneys previously credited to
such fund shall be credited to the state general fund.

HB 2494 EFA Sub Bill 2/22/24 Yea 117 2 0 2 0 4 0 125

Substitute for HB 2494 by Committee on Education - Establishing policy requirements for cardiac emergency response plans for school districts and providing a grant
program for the implementation of such policy.

HB 2495 Final Action 2/7/24 Yea 119 0 0 4 0 2 0 125

Making and concerning appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025, for state agencies; increasing expenditure limitations to the foregoing; funding of the fiscal year
2024 salary increase for certain state employees.
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HB 2498 Emergency Final Action 2/15/24 Yea 108 9 0 5 0 3 0 125

Providing for the first city of Kansas license plate.

HB 2498 Motion to adopt CCR 4/3/24 Yea 117 4 0 1 0 3 0 125

Increasing the transfer from the state highway fund to the public use general aviation airport development fund.

HB 2499 Final Action 2/15/24 Nay 86 30 0 5 0 3 1 125

Prohibiting the use of a mobile telephone while operating a vehicle in a school or construction zone or by individuals less than 18 years of age.

HB 2500 Emergency Final Action 2/15/24 Yea 105 12 0 5 0 3 0 125

Providing for the delta waterfowl distinctive license plate.

HB 2501 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/15/24 Yea 110 7 0 5 0 3 0 125

Designating the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe #3415 as the official state steam locomotive and the Abilene & Smoky Valley Railroad as the official state heritage
railroad.

HB 2501 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 120 1 0 1 0 3 0 125

Requiring railroads operating in Kansas to maintain minimum distances from the near-edge of railroad crossings to the storage of certain rolling stock on sidings.

HB 2507 Emergency Final Action 2/15/24 Yea 117 0 0 5 0 3 0 125

Designating a bridge in Sumner county as the SrA Derek Scott Martin memorial bridge.

HB 2510 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 83 39 0 2 0 0 1 125

Authorizing a party to obtain discovery of the existence and content of an agreement for third-party funding of litigation under the code of civil procedure.

HB 2512 Motion to Amend - Miller, V. 2/21/24 Nay 37 83 1 2 0 0 2 125

Substitute for HB 2512 by Committee on Elections - Requiring county election officers provide a minimum of four hours on the Saturday before an election for in-person
advance voting; providing after January 1, 2025, in-person advance voting shall end at 7:00 p.m. on the Sunday prior to an election.

HB 2512 Final Action Sub Bill 2/22/24 Yea 97 23 0 2 0 3 0 125

Substitute for HB 2512 by Committee on Elections - Relating to advance voting ballots; requiring county election officers to provide at least four hours of advance voting
in-person on the Saturday before an election; providing after January 1, 2025, such ballots cast in-person be received in the county election office by 7:00 p.m. on the
Sunday proceeding the election; exception to allow voting in-person until 12:00 noon on Monday for good cause.

HB 2516 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Nay 68 52 0 2 0 3 0 125

Raising the number of signatures required for nomination petitions for independent candidates for statewide office and eliminating the option for such candidates to pay
a filing fee in lieu of such petitions.

HB 2521 Final Action Amended 3/14/24 Yea 79 43 0 0 0 3 0 125

Requiring the state board of education to authorize teaching licenses for individuals who complete an alternative teacher certification program.

HB 2522 Final Action Amended 2/8/24 Yea 120 0 0 3 0 2 0 125

Requiring the secretary of corrections to prepare inmates for release from custody and assist with gathering identification documentation.

HB 2523 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Nay 48 72 0 2 0 3 0 125

Allowing farm permit holders beginning at age 15 to drive to and from religious activities held by any religious organization.
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HB 2525 Final Action Amended 2/14/24 Nay 87 24 0 3 0 11 0 125

Providing for additional sources of revenue for the water program management fund and creating additional fees for the regulation of underground injection control
wells.

HB 2527 Final Action Amended 3/13/24 Nay 111 8 1 0 0 5 0 125

Authorizing electric public utilities to recover certain depreciation and construction work in progress expenses and limiting the time that such recovery may be
implemented, authorizing the provision of economic development electric rates for certain large electric customers and limiting the time that such rates may be
implemented, and extending the timeline for the state corporation commission to make a determination of ratemaking principles and treatment prior to a public utility
constructing or acquiring a stake in a transmission or electric generation facility.

HB 2527 Motion to adopt CCR 4/3/24 Yea 119 0 1 1 0 4 0 125

Authorizing electric public utilities to recover certain depreciation and construction work in progress expenses and limiting the time that such recovery may be
implemented, authorizing the provision of economic development electric rates for certain large electric customers and limiting the time that such rates may be
implemented, extending the timeline for the state corporation commission to issue an order in ratemaking treatment proceedings, authorizing electric public utilities to
retain certain generating facilities in the utilty's rate base, prohibiting the commission from authorizing the retirement of certain generating facilities unless certain
requirements are met, increasing the capacity limitation for the total amount of net metering facilities that may operate in the service territory of an investor-owned
electric public utility, requiring net metering facilities to be appropriately sized based on the customer's average load and establishing requirements for exporting power
from a net metering system to a utility.

HB 2530 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/8/24 Yea 118 2 0 3 0 2 0 125

Removing automobile club from the definition of person for purposes of enforcing penalties for violations of insurance law.

HB 2530 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Yea 78 45 0 0 0 2 0 125

Relating to the wildlife and parks commission, granting appointment authority to multiple state officers and authorizing the election of the chairperson thereof.

HB 2531 Emergency Final Action 2/8/24 Yea 108 12 0 3 0 2 0 125

Updating the version of risk-based capital instructions in effect.

HB 2531 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Establishing the Kansas purple alert plan to provide public notice of missing persons 18 years of age or older who have been diagnosed with an intellectual disability
and are in certain dangerous circumstances.

HB 2532 Emergency Final Action 2/8/24 Yea 112 8 0 3 0 2 0 125

Changing certain reporting requirements of group-funded liability and workers compensation pools.

HB 2532 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 88 32 0 1 0 4 0 125

Regarding the distribution of the tax on parimutuel wagering on historic horse races;  providing 1/3 of the amount collected shall be credited to the Kansas horse
breeding development fund and 2/3 of the amount collected shall be credited to the horse fair racing benefit fund.

HB 2536 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 112 8 0 2 0 3 0 125

Establishing the SOUL family legal permanency option for children 16 years of age or older.

HB 2543 Emergency Final Action 2/29/24 Yea 111 4 0 6 0 4 0 125

Requiring approval of livestock brand applications by the animal health commissioner and increasing the maximum amount for brand registration and renewal fees.
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HB 2545 Final Action 2/6/24 Yea 118 3 0 1 0 3 0 125

Providing for the sale of property not retrieved by an occupant after notice, allowing electronic signatures and delivery for rental agreements, defining property that has
no commercial value, providing for the deemed effectiveness of rental agreements not signed or delivered by an owner or occupant and specifying custody of
abandoned or towed property under the self-service storage act.

HB 2545 Motion to Concur 3/27/24 Yea 121 1 0 2 0 1 0 125

Providing for the sale of property not retrieved by an occupant after notice, allowing electronic signatures and delivery for rental agreements, defining property that has
no commercial value, providing for the deemed effectiveness of rental agreements not signed or delivered by an owner or occupant and specifying custody of
abandoned or towed property under the self-service storage act.

HB 2547 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 116 4 0 2 0 3 0 125

Authorizing schools to maintain certain emergency medication kits and to administer such medication in emergency situations.

HB 2547 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 120 1 0 1 0 3 0 125

Pertaining to the regulation of certain drugs, authorizing schools to maintain stock supplies of emergency medication kits for certain life-threatening conditions and
adding and removing certain substances in schedules I, II, IV AND V of the uniform controlled substances act and making conforming changes to the criminal code
definition of fentanyl-related controlled substances.

HB 2549 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 119 1 0 2 0 3 0 125

Changing the lists of persons who are required to be given notice of the hearing on a petition for an independent or stepparent, private agency or public agency
adoption and limiting a petition to terminate parental rights to adoption proceedings and setting requirements for such petitions filed separately from petitions for
adoption.

HB 2551 Emergency Final Action 3/14/24 Yea 121 0 0 0 0 4 0 125

Joint committee on special claims against the state; making appropriations; authorizing certain transfers; authorizing certain disbursements.

HB 2551 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Nay 71 49 0 1 0 4 0 125

Making and concerning appropriations for fiscal years 2024, 2025, 2026, 2027 and 2028 for various state agencies; constituting the omnibus reconciliation spending
limit bill for the 2024 regular session; payment of certain claims against the state.

HB 2557 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 108 12 0 2 0 3 0 125

Expanding the definition of &quot;peer support counseling session&quot; in the rules of evidence.

HB 2560 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Providing when applications under the state banking code are considered abandoned or expired and allowing an originating trustee to have such trustee&#39;s
principal place of business outside of Kansas.

HB 2560 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 119 4 0 1 0 1 0 125

Enacting the Kansas money transmission act and the Kansas earned wage access services act, providing when applications under the state banking code are
considered abandoned or expired, allowing an originating trustee to have such trustee's principal place of business outside of Kansas, authorizing any person to
become a depositor or lessor of a safe deposit box, providing methods in which bank deposits may be withdrawn by a depositor and prohibiting banks from requiring a
cosigner for an account of a child in the custody of the secretary for children and families, secretary of corrections or a federally recognized Indian tribe.
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HB 2561 Final Action 2/15/24 Yea 114 3 0 5 0 3 0 125

Authorizing domestic credit unions to operate outside of the state, providing civil penalties for certain violations, allowing the administrator to enter into informal
agreements, removing requirements regarding duplicate filings, establishing appeals procedures for suspended credit and supervisory committee members and
requiring the members of a merged credit union to approve such merger.

HB 2562 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Enacting the protect vulnerable adults from financial exploitation act.

HB 2562 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 123 0 0 1 0 1 0 125

Enacting the protect vulnerable adults from financial exploitation act, authorizing the real estate commission to issue cease and desist orders in under certain
circumstances and regulating contract for deed transactions.

HB 2567 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 114 5 1 2 0 3 0 125

Establishing the Kansas national guard educational master&#39;s for enhanced readiness and global excellence (EMERGE) program.

HB 2570 Final Action Sub Bill 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Substitute for HB 2570 by Committee on Commerce, Labor and Economic Development - Defining benefit year, temporary unemployment, wages and other terms in
the employment security law, requiring electronic filing for certain employers, establishing qualifications for employment security board of review candidates, extending
the deadline for new accounts following business acquisitions, making certain changes to the employer rate schedules, enabling employers to report claimant work
search issues, confirming legislative coordinating council oversight for the new unemployment insurance information technology system implementation, authorizing the
secretary to grant temporary unemployment, requiring the secretary to annually publish certain data, abolishing the employment security interest assessment fund and
providing relief for negative account balance employers.

HB 2570 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 123 0 0 1 0 1 0 125

Substitute for HB 2570 by Committee on Commerce, Labor and Economic Development - Defining benefit year, temporary unemployment, wages and other terms in
the employment security law, requiring electronic filing for certain employers, establishing qualifications for employment security board of review candidates, extending
the deadline for new accounts following business acquisitions, making certain changes to the employer rate schedules and lowering rates for new employers, enabling
employers to report claimant work search issues, confirming legislative coordinating council oversight for the new unemployment insurance information technology
system implementation, authorizing the secretary to grant additional temporary unemployment in certain circumstances, requiring the secretary to publish certain
information, abolishing the employment security interest assessment fund and providing relief for negative account balance employers.

HB 2577 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 119 1 0 2 0 3 0 125

Providing discretionary authority to the state treasurer to transfer moneys certified as equivalent to the aggregate net amount received for unclaimed property to the
KPERS board and to liquidate such moneys for further investment by the pooled money investment board or for necessary payments to owners of unclaimed property.

HB 2577 Mot to Concur in Conference 4/4/24 Yea 120 2 0 1 0 2 0 125

Providing discretionary authority to the state treasurer to transfer moneys certified as equivalent to the aggregate net amount received for unclaimed property to the
KPERS board and to liquidate such moneys for further investment by the pooled money investment board or for necessary payments to owners of unclaimed property.

HB 2578 Final Action Amended 2/8/24 Yea 108 12 0 3 0 2 0 125

Providing that programs and treatments provided by a certified community behavioral health clinic be granted a renewal certification if such programs and treatments
have been previously certified or accredited.

HB 2579 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Authorizing the board of emergency medical services to distribute non-prescription over-the-counter medications.
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HB 2583 Final Action Amended 2/14/24 Yea 107 4 0 3 0 11 0 125

Relating to the uniform vital statistics act; regarding certification of individual causes of death; permitting cause of death certifiers to provide certification.

HB 2583 Mot to Concur in Conference 4/2/24 Yea 115 6 0 1 0 2 1 125

Increasing the criminal penalties for harming or killing certain dogs and horses and requiring restitution for such offense to include certain expenses.

HB 2583 Consideration of Veto 4/29/24 Yea 105 20 0 0 0 0 0 125

Increasing the criminal penalties for harming or killing certain dogs and horses and requiring restitution for such offense to include certain expenses.

HB 2587 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 116 4 0 2 0 3 0 125

Authorizing the board of directors for a drainage district to hold a meeting in executive session in accordance with the open meetings act.

HB 2588 Final Action 2/15/24 Yea 116 0 1 5 0 3 0 125

Increasing the capacity limitation for the total amount of facilities subject to net metering that may operate within the service territory of investor-owned electric utilities,
requiring facilities to be appropriately sized based on the customer&#39;s average load and establishing requirements for exporting power to a utility from a facility
subject to net metering.

HB 2588 Motion to adopt CCR 4/3/24 Yea 113 7 0 1 0 4 0 125

Authorizing certain telecommunications and video service providers to operate in county public right-of-way and limiting the fees and costs that a county may impose
upon such providers for such activities.

HB 2590 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 117 2 0 2 0 4 0 125

Updating the maximum penalties that may be imposed by the state corporation commission for pipeline safety violations to comply with requirements of the federal
pipeline and hazardous materials safety administration.

HB 2591 Final Action 2/22/24 Nay 38 82 0 2 0 3 0 125

Exempting the state corporation commission from the open meetings act and prohibiting ex parte communications in all commission proceedings.

HB 2596 Motion to Amend - Miller, S. 2/21/24 Nay 41 80 0 2 0 1 1 125

Adding and removing certain substances in schedules I, II, IV and V of the uniform controlled substances act and making conforming changes to the criminal code
definition of &quot;fentanyl-related controlled substances.&quot;

HB 2596 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Adding and removing certain substances in schedules I, II, IV and V of the uniform controlled substances act and making conforming changes to the criminal code
definition of &quot;fentanyl-related controlled substances.&quot;

HB 2601 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Requiring certain persons on a third or subsequent conviction of driving under the influence to participate in a multidisciplinary model of services for substance use
disorders.

HB 2604 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 118 2 0 2 0 3 0 125

Increasing the dollar amount for a small claim to $10,000.

HB 2605 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Nay 107 12 0 2 0 4 0 125

Increasing the maximum rate paid to appointed counsel for an indigent person.
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HB 2606 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Specifying that certain drug offenses do not give rise to forfeiture under the Kansas standard asset seizure and forfeiture act, requiring courts to make a finding that
forfeiture is not excessive, restricting actions prior to commencement of forfeiture proceedings, requiring probable cause affidavit filing and review to commence
proceedings, increasing the burden of proof required to forfeit property to clear and convincing evidence and authorizing courts to order payment of attorney fees and
costs for certain claimants.

HB 2607 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 118 1 0 2 0 4 0 125

Amending the Kansas pesticide law to expand the applicability of civil and criminal penalties and update requirements for training and supervision, proof of financial
responsibility, pesticide applications in the sodium cyanide predator control category and record retention by government agencies.

HB 2607 Mot to Concur in Conference 4/3/24 Yea 118 2 0 1 0 4 0 125

Amending the Kansas pesticide law to expand the applicability of civil and criminal penalties and update requirements for training and supervision, proof of financial
responsibility, pesticide applications in the sodium cyanide predator control category and record retention by government agencies.

HB 2608 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/29/24 Yea 113 2 0 6 0 4 0 125

Authorizing the animal health commissioner to adopt rules and regulations to administer the poultry disease control act and to establish an annual participation fee not
to exceed $50 for participation in the national poultry improvement plan, a certification fee not to exceed $50 for persons performing testing and diagnostic services and
a testing fee not to exceed $100 per visit to each location participating in the plan.

HB 2609 Final Action Sub Bill 3/27/24 Yea 115 7 0 2 0 0 1 125

Substitute for HB 2609 by Committee on Taxation - Providing a property tax exemption for new electric generation facilities and new pollution control devices and
additions constructed or installed at electric generation facilities and discontinuing property tax exemptions for certain existing electric generation facilities.

HB 2613 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 105 15 0 2 0 3 0 125

Creating the statewide drug abuse resistance education (D.A.R.E.) program educator position, establishing the drug abuse resistance education fund and providing
funding for such fund by annual transfer of state moneys.

HB 2614 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Requiring state agencies to provide to the public notice of revocation of administrative rules and regulations and removing abolished state agencies from state agency
review requirement.

HB 2614 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Nay 75 48 0 1 0 1 0 125

Requiring county election officers to record the names of individuals delivering advance voting ballots on behalf of another voter and report violations of the laws
governing such delivery and removing the requirement to specify the treasurer of a sponsoring organization in political advertising.

HB 2615 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 119 1 0 2 0 3 0 125

Providing for the publishing, printing and distributing of state laws and administrative rules and regulations.

HB 2616 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 93 27 0 2 0 3 0 125

Prohibiting the disqualification of certain individuals as election poll workers by county election officers on the basis of residency or registered voter status.

HB 2618 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 85 35 0 2 0 3 0 125

Requiring specific intent as an element of the crime of false representation of an election official.
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HB 2618 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 83 40 0 1 0 1 0 125

Prohibiting the use of funds provided by the United States government for the conduct of elections and election-related activities unless approved by the legislature and
requiring specific intent as an element of the crime of false representation of an election official.

HB 2618 Consideration of Veto 4/29/24 Yea 84 41 0 0 0 0 0 125

Prohibiting the use of funds provided by the United States government for the conduct of elections and election-related activities unless approved by the legislature and
requiring specific intent as an element of the crime of false representation of an election official.

HB 2623 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Updating the veterans claims assistance program to include references to veterans affairs medical centers and cross-accreditation requirements.

HB 2628 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Requiring the secretary for children and families to release certain information related to a child fatality when criminal charges are filed alleging that a person caused
such fatality.

HB 2629 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 119 1 0 2 0 3 0 125

Requiring the secretary for health and environment to provide a death certificate of a child to the state child death review board, increasing the number of board
members, allowing for compensation and providing for the disclosure of certain records to certain persons for securing grants.

HB 2629 Motion to Concur 3/27/24 Yea 122 0 0 2 0 1 0 125

Requiring the secretary for health and environment to provide a death certificate of a child to the state child death review board, increasing the number of board
members, allowing for compensation and providing for the disclosure of certain records to certain persons for securing grants.

HB 2632 Final Action 2/14/24 Yea 111 0 0 3 0 11 0 125

Expanding membership of the law enforcement memorial advisory committee to include a representative of the Kansas chapter of concerns of police survivors to be
appointed by the governor.

HB 2633 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 119 1 0 2 0 3 0 125

Providing for additional sources of revenue for the water program management fund and requiring water supply system and wastewater treatment facility operator
certification examination fees to not exceed the costs for such exams.

HB 2634 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Providing an additional corrective control provision for the chief engineer to consider when issuing orders of designations for local enhanced managements areas and
intensive groundwater use control areas.

HB 2637 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Nay 58 62 0 2 0 3 0 125

Expanding eligibility for rural emergency hospital licensure to facilities that meet criteria at any point after 2015.

HB 2645 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Amending the nursing service scholarship program to remove limits on the amount of awards and number of scholarships, remove the sponsorship requirement, modify
the interest rate terms for repayment obligations and abolish the nursing service scholarship review committee.

HB 2646 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 118 1 0 2 0 4 0 125

Modifying the financial limitations on awards under the Kansas hero&#39;s scholarship act and broadening the eligibility requirements for such awards.
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HB 2648 Final Action Amended 3/6/24 Yea 82 36 0 3 0 4 0 125

Providing that the director of the budget review agency determinations of proposed rule and regulation implementation and compliance costs and disapprove rules and
regulations failing such review, requiring legislative ratification for certain rules and regulations exceeding certain limitations for such costs, prohibiting agency
adjudications from establishing policies with the force of law governing future private conduct and eliminating a 2026 review of economic impact statements by
legislative post audit.

HB 2648 Consideration of Veto 4/29/24 Yea 87 38 0 0 0 0 0 125

Providing that the director of the budget review agency determinations of proposed rule and regulation implementation and compliance costs and disapprove rules and
regulations failing such review, requiring legislative ratification for certain rules and regulations exceeding certain limitations for such costs, prohibiting agency
adjudications from establishing policies with the force of law governing future private conduct and eliminating a 2026 review of economic impact statements by
legislative post audit.

HB 2653 Final Action 3/27/24 Yea 83 40 0 2 0 0 0 125

Providing for child support orders for unborn children from the date of conception.

HB 2654 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Excluding certain types of incarceration time from being included in the allowance for time spent incarcerated when calculating a criminal defendant&#39;s sentence.

HB 2660 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Modifying requirements related to certain business entity filings with the secretary of state, authorizing a change of registered office address by a current occupant
under the business entity standard treatment act and changing the information required in an amendment to the articles of incorporation for a cooperative.

HB 2661 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Requiring vacancies in county commissioner districts created by an increase in the number of commissioner districts be filled at the next general election and providing
for staggered terms for such newly elected county commissioners.

HB 2663 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Allowing title insurance agents to submit escrow, settlement or closing funds through certain real-time or instant payment systems.

HB 2665 Emergency Final Action 3/7/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Increasing criminal penalties for a driver who leaves the scene of a vehicular accident when the accident results in the death of any person or more than one person, if
the driver knew or reasonably should have known that such accident resulted in injury or death.

HB 2665 Motion to Concur 3/27/24 Yea 122 0 0 2 0 1 0 125

Increasing criminal penalties for a driver who leaves the scene of a vehicular accident when the accident results in the death of any person or more than one person, if
the driver knew or reasonably should have known that such accident resulted in injury or death.

HB 2669 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 101 18 0 2 0 4 0 125

Codifying the mental health intervention team program administered by the Kansas department for aging and disability services in state statute.

HB 2675 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Enacting the uniform nonparent visitation act.

HB 2675 Motion to Concur 4/1/24 Yea 118 0 0 3 0 3 1 125

Enacting the uniform nonparent visitation act.
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HB 2676 Shall rules chr be sustained? 3/6/24 Yea 79 36 0 3 0 4 3 125

Substitute for HB 2676 by Committee on Judiciary - Creating the crime of encouraging suicide and providing criminal penalties therefor.

HB 2676 Final Action Sub Bill 3/7/24 Yea 119 1 0 2 0 3 0 125

Substitute for HB 2676 by Committee on Judiciary - Creating the crime of encouraging suicide and providing criminal penalties therefor.

HB 2678 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 119 1 0 2 0 3 0 125

Extending the period for how long a groundwater right can be deposited in a water bank, requiring withdrawn water to be authorized by a water bank on or before
December 1, requiring an evaluation of the central Kansas water bank by an independent consultant before July 1, 2025 and establishing a maximum length for a water
bank charter extension.

HB 2679 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Establishing transferable landowner appreciation permits for the hunting of white-tailed deer and allowing one landowner appreciation permit for every contiguous 80
deeded acres of land owned, up to two permits, for a fee of not to exceed $25.

HB 2682 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 115 5 0 2 0 3 0 125

Authorizing the director of vehicles to adopt rules and regulations for participation in the federal motor carriers safety administration&#39;s drug and alcohol
clearinghouse and disqualifying a person&#39;s commercial vehicle driving privileges when such person has violated or is noncompliance with the requirements of the
clearinghouse.

HB 2690 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Nay 117 3 0 2 0 3 0 125

Abolishing the 911 coordinating council and establishing the state 911 board; abolishing the 911 operations fund, 911 state fund and 911 state grant fund outside of the
state treasury and establishing the state 911 operations fund, state 911 fund and state 911 grant fund in the state treasury; increasing the minimum county distribution of
911 moneys; and authorizing counties to contract with other counties for the provision of 911 PSAP services.

HB 2690 Motion to Concur 4/1/24 Nay 114 5 0 3 0 3 0 125

Abolishing the 911 coordinating council and establishing the state 911 board; abolishing the 911 operations fund, 911 state fund and 911 state grant fund outside of the
state treasury and establishing the state 911 operations fund, state 911 fund and state 911 grant fund in the state treasury; increasing the minimum county distribution of
911 moneys; and authorizing counties to contract with other counties for the provision of 911 PSAP services.

HB 2698 Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 120 0 0 2 0 3 0 125

Allowing juvenile offenders in the custody of the secretary of corrections to leave the juvenile correctional facility for certain programming and educational opportunities
when approved by the secretary.

HB 2703 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Including placement in foster care as a criteria for a student to be eligible for at-risk programs and services.

HB 2705 Emergency Final Action 3/14/24 Yea 120 1 0 0 0 4 0 125

Authorizing the state board of regents to sell and convey certain real property in the city of Manhattan, Riley county, Kansas, on behalf of Kansas state university.

HB 2711 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 117 2 0 2 0 4 0 125

Increasing the amount of retirant compensation subject to the statutory employer contribution rate to the first $50,000 earned by a retirant in a calendar year.
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HB 2711 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 118 5 0 1 0 1 0 125

Enacting the countries of concern divestment act, increasing the statutory alternative investment percentage limitation for the KPERS trust fund, increasing the amount
of KPERS retirant compensation subject to the statutory employer contribution rate to the first $40,000 earned in a calendar year, providing a KPERS working after
retirement exemption for retirants employed by a community developmental disability organization or a community service provider in a licensed professional nurse,
licensed practical nurse or direct support position and increasing the working after retirement earnings limit for members of the Kansas police and firemen's retirement
system.

HB 2715 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Authorizing the commissioner of insurance to set the amount of certain fees and requiring the publication of such fees in the Kansas register.

HB 2731 Emergency Final Action Amended 3/21/24 Yea 80 40 0 1 0 4 0 125

Requiring the state board of education to submit annual reports to the legislature on certain statistics of students who take the statewide assessments.

HB 2741 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Updating the general terms of supervision for offenders on probation and postrelease supervision.

HB 2745 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Providing that military spouses of active military servicemembers shall be exempted from all occupational licensing, registration and certification fees.

HB 2749 Shall rules chr be sustained? 3/6/24 Yea 78 37 0 3 0 4 3 125

Requiring medical care facilities and providers to report the reasons for each abortion performed at such facility or by such provider to the secretary of health and
environment.

HB 2749 Motion to Amend - Miller, V. 3/6/24 Nay 37 80 0 3 0 4 1 125

Requiring medical care facilities and providers to report the reasons for each abortion performed at such facility or by such provider to the secretary of health and
environment.

HB 2749 Final Action Amended 3/7/24 Yea 81 39 0 2 0 3 0 125

Requiring medical care facilities and providers to report the reasons for each abortion performed at such facility or by such provider to the secretary of health and
environment.

HB 2749 Consideration of Veto 4/29/24 Yea 84 41 0 0 0 0 0 125

Requiring medical care facilities and providers to report the reasons for each abortion performed at such facility or by such provider to the secretary of health and
environment.

HB 2751 Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 111 9 0 2 0 3 0 125

Authorizing the Kansas department for aging and disability services to condition or restrict a disability service provider license, granting the secretary authority to grant
regulation waivers unrelated to health and safety and authorizing correction orders and civil fines to be appealed to the secretary.

HB 2754 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 114 5 0 2 0 4 0 125

Authorizing counties to use home rule powers to exempt from conducting school sanitary inspections.

HB 2755 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Nay 69 49 1 2 0 4 0 125

Requiring compensated sureties who post bond in municipal court to comply with certain requirements, requiring a minimum bond premium in district court and
providing reasons for suspending or terminating authorization of a compensated surety.
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HB 2757 Final Action Amended 3/27/24 Yea 123 0 0 2 0 0 0 125

Enacting the adoption savings account act, allowing individuals to establish adoption savings accounts with certain financial institutions, providing eligible expenses,
requirements and restrictions for such accounts and establishing addition and subtraction modifications for contributions to such accounts under the Kansas income tax
act.

HB 2760 Final Action 2/20/24 Yea 123 0 0 2 0 0 0 125

Establishing the Kansas office of veterans services and updating references and corresponding changes relating to the transfer of powers and duties from the Kansas
commission on veterans affairs office to the Kansas office of veterans services.

HB 2760 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Prescribing documentation requirements to determine eligibility for any benefit derived from a service-connected disability, requiring that federal disability
determinations for veterans be probative, establishing the Kansas office of veterans services, updating references and corresponding changes relating to the transfer of
powers and duties from the Kansas commission on veterans affairs office to the Kansas office of veterans services, updating the veterans claims assistance program to
include references to veterans affairs medical centers and cross-accreditation requirements, modifying the definition of veteran and disabled veteran, clarifying disability
evaluations for benefits granted to disabled veterans and updating the definition of armed forces to include the space force.

HB 2777 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 108 11 0 2 0 4 0 125

Prohibiting an employee of the office of the state fire marshal from wearing or operating a body camera during an on-site inspection at a licensed care facility.

HB 2781 Emergency Final Action Amended 3/14/24 Yea 121 0 0 0 0 4 0 125

Allowing compensation from the crime victims compensation board to be awarded for criminally injurious conduct, and increasing the amount that can be transferred
from the crime victims compensation fund to the crime victims assistance fund in each fiscal year.

HB 2783 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 89 30 0 2 0 4 0 125

Concerning motor vehicles; prohibiting any state agency, city or county from regulating or restricting the use or sale of motor vehicles based on the energy source used;
allowing state agencies and local governments to establish purchase policies regarding the energy source for vehicles.

HB 2784 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/22/24 Yea 118 1 0 2 0 4 0 125

Transferring authority for certification of continuing care retirement communities from the Kansas insurance department to the Kansas department for aging and
disability services.

HB 2784 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Yea 122 0 0 1 0 2 0 125

Prohibiting the state fire marshal from wearing or operating a body camera during an on-site inspection at a licensed facility, transferring authority for certification of
continuing care retirement communities to the Kansas department for aging and disability services, authorizing the secretary of aging and disability services to grant
certain regulation waivers to providers of disability services, adding a definition of day service provider and providing for expanded certification of certified community
behavioral health clinics after February 1, 2027.

HB 2787 Emergency Final Action 2/22/24 Yea 119 0 0 2 0 4 0 125

Updating certain definitions, terms and conditions relating to coverage by the Kansas insurance guaranty association and authorizing the commissioner of insurance to
reduce the number of members of the association&#39;s board of directors.

HB 2787 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 117 3 0 1 0 4 0 125

Updating certain definitions, terms, conditions and provisions related to the Kansas insurance guaranty association act and Kansas life and health insurance guaranty
association act.
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HB 2790 Emergency Final Action Amended 2/29/24 Yea 114 1 0 6 0 4 0 125

Transferring registration requirements and related compliance oversight and enforcement authority for professional employer organizations from the commissioner of
insurance to the secretary of labor, granting the secretary responsibility over the professional employer organization fee fund and ensuring that welfare benefit plans
offered by professional employer organizations to employees and covered employees are treated as a single employer welfare benefit plan for purposes of state law.

HB 2790 Motion to Concur 3/27/24 Yea 122 0 0 2 0 1 0 125

Transferring registration requirements and related compliance oversight and enforcement authority for professional employer organizations from the commissioner of
insurance to the secretary of state effective January 1, 2025, granting the secretary responsibility over the professional employer organization fee fund and ensuring
that welfare benefit plans offered by professional employer organizations to employees and covered employees are treated as a single employer welfare benefit plan for
purposes of state law.

HB 2800 Final Action 3/20/24 Yea 120 3 0 1 0 1 0 125

Increasing the cap and matching basis for division of conservation moneys disbursed to conservation districts based on amounts allocated by the board of county
commissioners to such conservation districts.

HB 2806 Final Action Amended 3/21/24 Yea 106 14 0 1 0 4 0 125

Authorizing certain telecommunications and video service providers to operate in county public right-of-way and limiting the fees and costs that a county may impose
upon such providers for such activities.

HB 2810 Final Action 3/21/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Amending the Kansas life and health guaranty association act to include health maintenance organizations as member insurers and broadening the assessment base
for long-term care insurance insolvencies.

HB 2816 Final Action 3/20/24 Yea 99 24 0 1 0 1 0 125

Prohibiting entering or remaining on and knowingly making false statements to gain access to animal facilities and field crop production areas, providing penalties
therefor and removing the intent to destroy property in the farm animal and field crop and research facilities protection act.

HB 2819 Final Action 3/21/24 Yea 118 2 0 1 0 4 0 125

Providing countywide retailers'; sales tax authority for Rawlins county for the purpose of financing costs of attendance centers or other district facilities.

HB 2828 Final Action 4/1/24 Yea 116 2 0 3 0 3 1 125

Providing countywide retailers' sales tax authority for Marshall county for the purpose of financing the costs of constructing or remodeling and furnishing a jail facility.

HB 2829 Final Action 3/21/24 Yea 119 1 0 1 0 4 0 125

Clarifying the definition of armed forces and updating the definition thereof to include the space force.

HB 2830 Emergency Final Action 3/21/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Prescribing documentation requirements to determine eligibility for any benefit derived from a service-connected disability.

HB 2831 Emergency Final Action 3/21/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Requiring that federal disability determinations for veterans be probative.

HB 2833 Emergency Final Action Amended 3/27/24 Yea 122 0 0 2 0 1 0 125

Enacting the ensuring transparency in prior authorization act to impose requirements and limitations on the use of prior authorization in healthcare.
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HB 2834 Final Action Amended 3/27/24 Yea 81 42 0 2 0 0 0 125

Transferring officers, employees, powers, duties and functions relating to the state health care benefits program from the division of the state employee health benefits
plan of the department of administration to the insurance department, establishing the commissioner of insurance as the chairperson of the Kansas state employees
health care commission, providing that all management functions of such commission be administered by the commissioner of insurance and eliminating a pilot
program regarding employer contributions for certain children.

HCR 5026 Final Action 3/27/24 Yea 109 14 0 2 0 0 0 125

Inclusion of AM radio in vehicles and endorsement of AM Radio for Every Vehicle Act

HR 6030 EFA Amend and Debate 1/8/24 Yea 106 14 0 3 0 2 0 125

Condemning the October 7 attacks on the State of Israel.

HR 6035 Final Action 2/7/24 Yea 80 40 0 4 0 1 0 125

Affirming state sovereignty and supporting Texas in its efforts to combat illegal immigration.

HR 6045 Emergency Final Action Subject to Amendment &
Debate

4/2/24 Nay 101 20 0 1 0 2 1 125

Approving an amendment to the gaming compact with the Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska concerning sports wagering.

SB 14 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 73 48 0 1 0 3 0 125

Amending provisions of election law regarding advance voting ballots and voter registration deadlines.

SB 15 Motion to adopt CCR 1/31/24 Yea 117 1 0 3 0 4 0 125

Removing the requirement of a documented written demand for premiums as part of a prima facie case against agents or brokers who fail to pay premiums due.

SB 18 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Nay 86 37 0 1 0 1 0 125

Enacting the Kansas campus restoration act to address deferred maintenance and demolition of facilities at postsecondary educational institutions, establishing the
Kansas campus restoration fund in the state treasury and authorizing certain transfers from the state general fund to such fund.

SB 19 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 119 3 1 1 0 1 0 125

Establishing the Kansas national guard educational master's for enhanced readiness and global excellence (EMERGE) program and the EMERGE program repayment
fund and requiring school districts to establish requirements for cardiac emergency response plans.

SB 27 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Yea 119 0 0 1 0 5 0 125

Reconciling multiple amendments to certain statutes.

SB 28 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Nay 78 44 0 1 0 2 0 125

Making and concerning supplemental appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025 and appropriations for fiscal years 2025, 2026, 2027 and 2028 for various state
agencies.

SB 28 Consideration of Veto - Sec. 29b, 120a, 121a 4/29/24 Yea 84 41 0 0 0 0 0 125

Making and concerning supplemental appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025 and appropriations for fiscal years 2025, 2026, 2027 and 2028 for various state
agencies.

SB 28 Consideration of Veto - Sec. 35a 4/29/24 Yea 86 39 0 0 0 0 0 125

Making and concerning supplemental appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025 and appropriations for fiscal years 2025, 2026, 2027 and 2028 for various state
agencies.
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SB 28 Consideration of Veto - Sec. 83dd, 83ee 4/29/24 Yea 116 9 0 0 0 0 0 125

Making and concerning supplemental appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025 and appropriations for fiscal years 2025, 2026, 2027 and 2028 for various state
agencies.

SB 28 Consideration of Veto - Sec. 112a, 116a 4/29/24 Yea 97 28 0 0 0 0 0 125

Making and concerning supplemental appropriations for fiscal years 2024 and 2025 and appropriations for fiscal years 2025, 2026, 2027 and 2028 for various state
agencies.

SB 37 Final Action Sub Bill 3/27/24 Yea 85 38 0 2 0 0 0 125

House Substitute for SB 37 by Committee on Financial Institutions and Pensions - Enacting the countries of concern divestment and procurement protection act,
requiring state-managed funds to divest from investments with countries of concern, with exceptions, prohibiting state deposits in any bank domiciled in a country of
concern and state contracts for final or finished goods or services with a foreign principal, indemnifying state-managed funds with respect to actions taken in compliance
with such act and providing an expiration date for such act.

SB 37 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Yea 108 11 0 1 0 5 0 125

House Substitute for SB 37 by Committee on Financial Institutions and Pensions - Modifying income tax rates for individuals, exempting all social security benefits from
Kansas income tax, increasing the Kansas standard deduction and the Kansas personal exemption, decreasing the privilege tax normal tax, establishing a 0% state
rate for sales and use taxes for food and food ingredients on July 1, 2024, and modifying the percent credited to the state highway fund, increasing the extent of
property tax exemption for residential property from the statewide school levy, decreasing the rate of ad valorem tax imposed by a school district, abolishing the local ad
valorem tax reduction fund and the county and city revenue sharing fund and providing for certain transfers to the state school district finance fund.

SB 73 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 120 3 0 1 0 1 0 125

House Substitute for SB 73 by Committee on Corrections and Juvenile Justice - Requiring school district enrollment to be determined using the current school year or
preceding school year enrollment under the Kansas school equity and enhancement act.

SB 96 EFA Sub Bill Amended 3/27/24 Yea 107 10 2 3 0 2 1 125

House Substitute for House Substitute for SB 96 by Committee on Commerce, Labor and Economic Development - Establishing child care licensing requirements
relating to license capacity and staff-to-child ratios, eliminating certain license fees and training requirements, creating a process for day care facility licensees to apply
for temporary waiver of certain statutory requirements and authorizing the secretary to develop and operate pilot programs to increase child care facility availability or
capacity, transferring certain child care programs to the Kansas office of early childhood and separating licensing duties between the secretary for health and
environment and the executive director of early childhood.

SB 96 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 110 10 0 1 0 4 0 125

House Substitute for House Substitute for SB 96 by Committee on Commerce, Labor and Economic Development - Establishing child care licensing requirements
relating to license capacity and staff-to-child ratios, eliminating certain license fees and training requirements, creating a process for day care facility licensees to apply
for temporary waiver of certain statutory requirements and authorizing the secretary to develop and operate pilot programs to increase child care facility availability or
capacity, transferring certain child care programs to the Kansas office of early childhood and separating licensing duties between the secretary for health and
environment and the executive director of early childhood.

SB 115 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 117 3 0 1 0 3 1 125

Establishing the office of the child advocate as an independent state agency and prescribing certain powers, duties and functions thereof.

SB 142 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 104 18 0 2 0 0 1 125

Requiring drivers to proceed with due caution when passing stationary vehicles displaying hazard warning lights and prohibiting the use of mobile telephones by
individuals under 18 years of age and for everyone in school and construction zones and providing penalties thereof for violations.
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SB 142 Motion to adopt CCR 4/3/24 Yea 102 18 0 1 0 4 0 125

Requiring drivers to proceed with due caution when passing stationary vehicles displaying hazard warning lights, prohibiting the use of mobile telephones by individuals
under 18 years of age and for everyone in school and construction zones and creating a crime for injuring or causing death of certain authorized emergency vehicle
operators when unlawfully passing stationary authorized emergency vehicles.

SB 142 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Nay 98 21 0 2 0 4 0 125

Requiring drivers to proceed with due caution when passing stationary vehicles displaying hazard warning lights, prohibiting the use of mobile telephones by individuals
under 18 years of age and for everyone in school and construction zones and creating a crime for injuring or causing death of certain authorized emergency vehicle
operators when unlawfully passing stationary authorized emergency vehicles.

SB 143 Final Action Sub Bill 3/26/24 Yea 107 15 0 2 0 0 1 125

House Substitute for SB143 by Committee on Commerce, Labor and Economic Development - Amending the elevator safety act concerning the definition of elevator,
licensure requirements, inspection and testing requirements and adoption of rules and regulations.

SB 143 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 118 2 0 1 0 4 0 125

Updating elevator safety act provisions concerning the definition of elevator, mechanic and contractor employee licensing requirements, inspection, testing and accident
reporting requirements and exceptions, permitting inspections by insurance companies and licensed elevator mechanics and establishing educational and testing
options for elevator inspector licensing.

SB 172 Final Action Sub Bill 3/27/24 Yea 84 39 0 2 0 0 0 125

House Substitute for SB 172 by Committee on Commerce, Labor and Economic Development - Creating the Kansas land and military installation protection act to
prohibit foreign principals from countries of concern from holding any interest in certain real property in this state.

SB 172 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 84 36 0 1 0 4 0 125

House Substitute for SB 172 by Committee on Commerce, Labor and Economic Development - Creating the Kansas land and military installation protection act to
prohibit foreign principals from countries of concern from holding any interest in certain real property in this state.

SB 172 Motion to adopt CCR 4/29/24 Yea 86 39 0 0 0 0 0 125

House Substitute for SB 172 by Committee on Commerce, Labor and Economic Development - Creating the Kansas land and military installation protection act to
prohibit foreign principals from countries of concern from holding any interest in certain real property in this state.

SB 195 Final Action 3/6/24 Yea 118 0 0 3 0 4 0 125

Authorizing the children's cabinet to form a 501(c)(3) for fundraising for the Dolly Parton imagination library book gifting program.

SB 232 EFA Sub Bill Amended 3/27/24 Yea 84 38 0 2 0 1 0 125

House Substitute for Substitute for SB 232 by Committee on Judiciary - Directing the secretary for children and families to consider foster parents as prospective
adoptive parents under certain circumstances.

SB 232 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 82 38 0 1 0 4 0 125

House Substitute for Substitute for SB 232 by Committee on Judiciary - Providing for child support orders for unborn children from the date of conception.
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SB 233 Final Action Sub Bill 3/13/24 Yea 80 40 0 0 0 5 0 125

House Substitute for SB 233 by Committee on Health and Human Services - Enacting the forbidding abuse child transitions act, restricting use of state funds to promote
gender transitioning, prohibiting healthcare providers from treating children whose gender identity is inconsistent with the child&#39;s sex, authorizing a civil cause of
action against healthcare providers for providing such treatments, requiring professional discipline against a healthcare provider who performs such treatment,
prohibiting professional liability insurance from covering damages for healthcare providers that provide gender transition treatment to children and adding violation of
the act to the definition of unprofessional conduct for physicians and nurses.

SB 233 Motion to adopt CCR 3/27/24 Yea 82 39 0 2 0 2 0 125

House Substitute for SB 233 by Committee on Health and Human Services - Enacting the forbidding abuse child transitions act, restricting use of state funds to promote
gender transitioning, prohibiting healthcare providers from treating children whose gender identity is inconsistent with the child's sex, authorizing a civil cause of action
against healthcare providers for providing such treatments, requiring professional discipline against a healthcare provider who performs such treatment, prohibiting
professional liability insurance from covering damages for healthcare providers that provide gender transition treatment to children and adding violation of the act to the
definition of unprofessional conduct for physicians and nurses.

SB 233 Consideration of Veto 4/29/24 Yea 82 43 0 0 0 0 0 125

House Substitute for SB 233 by Committee on Health and Human Services - Enacting the forbidding abuse child transitions act, restricting use of state funds to promote
gender transitioning, prohibiting healthcare providers from treating children whose gender identity is inconsistent with the child's sex, authorizing a civil cause of action
against healthcare providers for providing such treatments, requiring professional discipline against a healthcare provider who performs such treatment, prohibiting
professional liability insurance from covering damages for healthcare providers that provide gender transition treatment to children and adding violation of the act to the
definition of unprofessional conduct for physicians and nurses.

SB 271 Final Action Sub Bill Amended 3/27/24 Nay 83 40 0 2 0 0 0 125

House Substitute for SB 271 by Committee on Commerce, Labor and Economic Development - Prohibiting the acquisition of critical components of drone technology
from countries of concern and establishing the Kansas drone rehabilitation fund.

SB 271 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 86 35 0 1 0 3 0 125

House Substitute for SB 271 by Committee on Commerce, Labor and Economic Development - Prohibiting governmental agencies from acquiring critical components
of drone technology from countries of concern and prohibiting state-level agencies from procuring final or finished goods or services from countries of concern.

SB 271 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 90 30 0 1 0 4 0 125

House Substitute for SB 271 by Committee on Commerce, Labor and Economic Development - Prohibiting governmental agencies from acquiring critical components
of drone technology from countries of concern and prohibiting state-level agencies from procuring final or finished goods or services from countries of concern.

SB 287 Final Action Sub Bill Amended 3/26/24 Yea 85 37 0 2 0 0 1 125

House Substitute for SB 287 by Committee on Health and Human Services - Prohibiting a healthcare provider from administering medication, diagnostic tests or
conducting ongoing behavioral health treatments to a minor in a school facility without parental consent.

SB 287 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 109 10 0 1 0 5 0 125

Prohibiting a healthcare provider from administering medication, diagnostic tests or conducting ongoing behavioral health treatments to a minor in a school facility
without parental consent, enacting the no patient left alone act to require medical care facilities to allow in-person visitation in certain circumstances, expanding
licensure of rural emergency hospitals that meet criteria between January 2015 and December 2020 and authorizing emergency medical responders to distribute non
prescription over-the-counter medications.
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SB 287 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Yea 111 10 0 1 0 3 0 125

Prohibiting a healthcare provider from administering medication, diagnostic tests or conducting ongoing behavioral health treatments to a minor in a school facility
without parental consent, enacting the no patient left alone act to require medical care facilities to allow in-person visitation in certain circumstances, expanding
licensure of rural emergency hospitals that meet criteria between January 2015 and December 2020 and authorizing emergency medical responders to distribute non
prescription over-the-counter medications.

SB 291 Final Action Sub Bill Amended 3/26/24 Yea 118 5 0 2 0 0 0 125

House Substitute for SB 291 by Committee on Legislative Modernization - Transferring all cybsersecurity services under the chief information technology officer of each
branch of government, creating chief information security officers within the judicial and legislative branches, requiring a chief information security officer to be
appointed by the attorney general, Kansas bureau of investigation, secretary of state, state treasurer and insurance commissioner and requiring the chief information
security officers to implement certain minimum cybersecurity standards, requiring the information technology executive council to develop a plan to integrate executive
branch information technology services under the executive chief information technology officer, making and concerning appropriations for the fiscal years ending June
30, 2025, and June 30, 2026, for the office of information technology, Kansas information security office and the adjutant general, authorizing certain transfers and
imposing certain limitations and restrictions and directing or authorizing certain disbursements and procedures for all state agencies and requiring legislative review of
state agencies not in compliance with this act.

SB 291 Motion to adopt CCR 4/26/24 Yea 113 1 0 1 0 10 0 125

House Substitute for SB 291 by Committee on Legislative Modernization - Transferring all cybsersecurity services under the chief information technology officer of each
branch of government, creating chief information security officers within the judicial and legislative branches, requiring a chief information security officer to be
appointed by the attorney general, Kansas bureau of investigation, secretary of state, state treasurer and insurance commissioner and requiring the chief information
security officers to implement certain minimum cybersecurity standards, requiring the information technology executive council to develop a plan to integrate executive
branch information technology services under the executive chief information technology officer, making and concerning appropriations for the fiscal years ending June
30, 2025, and June 30, 2026, for the office of information technology, Kansas information security office and the adjutant general, authorizing certain transfers and
imposing certain limitations and restrictions and directing or authorizing certain disbursements and procedures for all state agencies and requiring legislative review of
state agencies not in compliance with this act.

SB 292 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 123 0 0 2 0 0 0 125

Updating statutes related to the Kansas army and air national guard, providing for the appointment of a state judge advocate and providing for the adjustment of death
and disability benefits.

SB 292 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 121 0 0 1 0 3 0 125

Updating statutes related to the Kansas army and air national guard, providing for the appointment of a state judge advocate, providing for the adjustment of death and
disability benefits and updating the Kansas code of military justice relating to certain definitions, unlawful acts and punishment requirements thereof.

SB 300 Motion to Amend - Sawyer 3/26/24 Nay 35 78 0 2 0 7 3 125

House Substitute for SB 300 by Committee on Taxation - Modifying income tax rates for individuals, increasing the standard deduction and the Kansas personal
exemption, increasing the income limit for an income tax subtraction modification for social security income, increasing the extent of property tax exemption for
residential property from the statewide school levy, decreasing the privilege tax normal tax rate, abolishing the local ad valorem tax reduction fund and the county and
city revenue sharing fund, providing for certain transfers to the special city and county highway fund and decreasing the rate of ad valorem tax imposed by a school
district.
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SB 300 Motion to Amend - Woodard 3/26/24 Nay 36 76 0 2 0 6 5 125

House Substitute for SB 300 by Committee on Taxation - Modifying income tax rates for individuals, increasing the standard deduction and the Kansas personal
exemption, increasing the income limit for an income tax subtraction modification for social security income, increasing the extent of property tax exemption for
residential property from the statewide school levy, decreasing the privilege tax normal tax rate, abolishing the local ad valorem tax reduction fund and the county and
city revenue sharing fund, providing for certain transfers to the special city and county highway fund and decreasing the rate of ad valorem tax imposed by a school
district.

SB 300 Motion to Amend - Miller, V. 3/26/24 Nay 39 75 0 2 0 7 2 125

House Substitute for SB 300 by Committee on Taxation - Modifying income tax rates for individuals, increasing the standard deduction and the Kansas personal
exemption, increasing the income limit for an income tax subtraction modification for social security income, increasing the extent of property tax exemption for
residential property from the statewide school levy, decreasing the privilege tax normal tax rate, abolishing the local ad valorem tax reduction fund and the county and
city revenue sharing fund, providing for certain transfers to the special city and county highway fund and decreasing the rate of ad valorem tax imposed by a school
district.

SB 300 Committee of the Whole 3/26/24 Nay 39 77 0 2 0 7 0 125

House Substitute for SB 300 by Committee on Taxation - Modifying income tax rates for individuals, increasing the standard deduction and the Kansas personal
exemption, increasing the income limit for an income tax subtraction modification for social security income, increasing the extent of property tax exemption for
residential property from the statewide school levy, decreasing the privilege tax normal tax rate, abolishing the local ad valorem tax reduction fund and the county and
city revenue sharing fund, providing for certain transfers to the special city and county highway fund and decreasing the rate of ad valorem tax imposed by a school
district.

SB 300 Final Action Sub Bill Amended 3/27/24 Yea 123 0 0 2 0 0 0 125

House Substitute for SB 300 by Committee on Taxation - Modifying income tax rates for individuals, increasing the standard deduction and the Kansas personal
exemption, increasing the income limit for an income tax subtraction modification for social security income, increasing the extent of property tax exemption for
residential property from the statewide school levy, decreasing the privilege tax normal tax rate, abolishing the local ad valorem tax reduction fund and the county and
city revenue sharing fund, providing for certain transfers to the special city and county highway fund and decreasing the rate of ad valorem tax imposed by a school
district.

SB 307 Final Action Amended 3/6/24 Nay 91 27 0 3 0 4 0 125

Adding for-profit private entity to the definition of &quot;qualified applicant&quot; in the Kansas fights addiction act.

SB 318 EFA Sub Bill 3/27/24 Yea 122 0 0 2 0 1 0 125

House Substitute for SB 318 by Committee on Corrections and Juvenile Justice - Creating an inference of an intent to distribute a controlled substance based on the
quantity of the substance possessed instead of a rebuttable presumption.

SB 331 Final Action 3/26/24 Nay 122 1 0 2 0 0 0 125

Removing the definition of lead-free and an exception for leaded joints in the public water supply systems law and updating terminology relating to hazardous waste
generated by certain persons.

SB 333 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 123 0 0 2 0 0 0 125

Providing hiring, promotion and retention preferences for persons with disabilities for certain state  executive branch positions and extending the expiration provision for
the state use law committee.

SB 336 Final Action 3/14/24 Yea 121 1 0 0 0 3 0 125

Removing the requirement for underground storage tank operating permits to be obtained annually.
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SB 338 Emergency Final Action Amended 3/7/24 Yea 103 17 0 2 0 3 0 125

Changing certain reporting requirements of group-funded liability and workers compensation pools.

SB 339 Emergency Final Action Amended 3/7/24 Yea 103 17 0 2 0 3 0 125

Updating the version of risk-based capital instructions in effect.

SB 339 Motion to adopt CCR 4/30/24 Yea 117 2 0 1 0 5 0 125

Prohibiting the state department of education from distributing or expending state foundation aid moneys in fiscal year 2025 to a school district that has no students
enrolled in and attending school in such school district in school year 2024-2025.

SB 340 Final Action Amended 3/14/24 Yea 115 7 0 0 0 3 0 125

Removing automobile club from the definition of person for purposes of enforcing penalties for violations of insurance law.

SB 345 Final Action 3/26/24 Yea 115 8 0 2 0 0 0 125

Enacting the commercial financing disclosure act.

SB 349 EFA Sub Bill 3/27/24 Yea 114 8 0 2 0 1 0 125

House Substitute for SB 349 by Committee on Judiciary - Continuing in existence certain exceptions to the disclosure of public records under the open records act.

SB 356 Emergency Final Action Amended 3/7/24 Yea 109 11 0 2 0 3 0 125

Requiring that per diem amounts, expenses and funding for examinations be reasonable and establishing a tiered fee structure for examinations of insurance
companies and societies based on gross premiums.

SB 356 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 118 5 0 1 0 1 0 125

Updating certain terms, definitions and conditions relating to the requirements of certain insurance reports, examinations and transactions.

SB 359 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 103 20 0 2 0 0 0 125

Providing for the Kansas City Chiefs, sporting Kansas City, Sedgwick county zoo, Kansas City royals, Kansas City current, Topeka zoo and the support the troops
distinctive license plates.

SB 359 Motion to adopt CCR 4/3/24 Yea 101 19 0 1 0 4 0 125

Providing for the Kansas City Chiefs, sporting Kansas City, Sedgwick county zoo, Kansas City royals, Kansas City current, Topeka zoo, support the troops and the first
city of Kansas distinctive license plates and requiring certain license plates to have the county of registration for the motor vehicle identified on the license plate.

SB 360 Final Action 3/27/24 Yea 123 0 0 2 0 0 0 125

Allowing a taxpayer to elect the taxable year in which a subtraction modification for contributions to a 529 program account, ABLE account or first-time home buyer
savings account would be applied and authorizing the state treasurer to appoint a 529 program advisory committee.

SB 362 Emergency Final Action 3/27/24 Nay 107 15 0 2 0 1 0 125

Repealing the expiration provisions of the Sedgwick county urban area nuisance abatement act.

SB 379 Emergency Final Action 3/27/24 Yea 122 0 0 2 0 1 0 125

Providing a longer time for notice to creditors by publication when a petition for administration or probate of a will is filed, changing the process for transferring personal
property by affidavit in small estates and modifying time requirements for notice by publication related to sales at public auction in the Kansas probate code.
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SB 381 Final Action 3/26/24 Yea 123 0 0 2 0 0 0 125

Authorizing the board of county commissioners of any county that is not the most populous county in a multiple-county judicial district to appoint a coroner to serve as
the district coroner for the county at the expense of the county.

SB 384 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 119 4 0 2 0 0 0 125

Allowing ambulances in rural communities to operate with only the minimum personnel required by state law.

SB 384 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 122 1 0 1 0 1 0 125

Creating the Riley county unincorporated area nuisance abatement act and the Crawford county unincorporated area nuisance abatement act to establish procedures
for the removal and abatement of nuisances in the unincorporated areas of such counties and the assessment of the costs for such abatement and specifying
personnel requirements for ambulances making interfacility transfers in rural counties.

SB 387 Motion to Amend - Ousley 3/26/24 Nay 43 74 0 2 0 0 6 125

House Substitute for SB 387 by Committee on K-12 Education Budget - Making appropriations for the department of education for FY 24, FY 25 and FY 26 and
enacting, revising and abolishing certain statutes relating to the educational system.

SB 387 Final Action Sub Bill Amended 3/27/24 Yea 65 58 0 2 0 0 0 125

House Substitute for SB 387 by Committee on K-12 Education Budget - Making appropriations for the department of education for FY 24, FY 25 and FY 26 and
enacting, revising and abolishing certain statutes relating to the educational system.

SB 387 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 65 58 0 1 0 1 0 125

House Substitute for SB 387 by Committee on K-12 Education Budget - Making appropriations for the department of education for FY 24, FY 25 and FY 26 and
enacting, revising and abolishing certain statutes relating to the educational system.

SB 387 Motion to adopt CCR 4/26/24 Yea 115 2 0 1 0 7 0 125

House Substitute for SB 387 by Committee on K-12 Education Budget - Making appropriations for the department of education for FY 24, FY 25 and FY 26 and
enacting, revising and abolishing certain statutes relating to the educational system.

SB 394 Final Action 3/26/24 Yea 92 31 0 2 0 0 0 125

Requiring the use of age-verification technology to permit access to internet websites containing material that is harmful to minors.

SB 398 Emergency Final Action Amended 3/7/24 Yea 103 17 0 2 0 3 0 125

Authorizing the commissioner of insurance to set the amount of certain fees and requiring the publication of such fees in the Kansas register.

SB 399 Final Action 3/20/24 Yea 123 0 0 1 0 1 0 125

Requiring vehicle dealers and salvage vehicle dealers to file monthly reports by the 25th day of the month.

SB 405 Final Action 3/26/24 Yea 117 6 0 2 0 0 0 125

Holding a control person liable for violations of the Kansas uniform securities act by an individual subject to discipline under the act unless the control person was
unaware and could not reasonably have known of the violations of such individual.

SB 406 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 118 5 0 2 0 0 0 125

Enacting the Kansas money transmission act.

SB 410 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 123 0 0 2 0 0 0 125

Designating a portion of United States highway 69 as the Ken W Brock memorial highway, a portion of United States highway 81 as the Merle Miller memorial highway
and a portion of United States highway 281 as the first responders memorial highway.
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SB 410 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Reducing penalties for the late filing of or the failure to file statements listing personal property for assessment and the discovery of escaped personal property and
reporting changes after initial statement, allowing for filing of an appraisal by a certified residential real property appraiser for appeal purposes, accounting for adverse
influences in the valuation of agricultural land, including properties used for registered agritourism activities as land devoted to agricultural use for purposes of
classification, providing a property tax exemption for new electric generation facilities, additions and new pollution control devices and discontinuing certain current
property tax exemptions, providing that county clerks are not required to send revenue neutral rate notices to property owners of exempt property, modifying and
prescribing the contents of the revenue neutral rate hearing notice, permitting a tax levy that generates the same amount of revenue as the previous year when the final
assessed valuation decreases compared to the estimated assessed valuation, requiring that the governing body's vote be conducted on the same day as the
commencement of the public hearing, extending reimbursement from the taxpayer notification costs fund for printing and postage costs for calendar year 2024,
providing income tax subtraction modifications for certain federal credit disallowances and the employee retention credit disallowance and to permit the carryforward of
certain net operating losses, clarifying the disallowed business interest expense deduction, extending the time period for the single city port authority tax credit,
decreasing penalties for failing to timely remit withholding income taxes of employees by employers, clarifying the determination of taxable income of an electing pass-
through entity and providing for the passing through of tax credits to electing pass-through entity owners relating to the salt parity act, providing countywide retailers'
sales tax authority for Rawlins, Marshall and Neosho counties and authorizing teleconference or video conference hearings in the small claims and expedited hearings
division of the state board of tax appeals.

SB 414 Motion to Amend - Hougland 3/27/24 Nay 35 79 0 2 0 0 9 125

Creating the crime of encouraging suicide and providing criminal penalties therefor, amending the crime of aggravated endangering a child to increase the criminal
penalties when bodily harm to the child results and when a child is in certain environments associated with fentanyl-related controlled substances, increasing the
criminal penalties for unlawful distribution of fentanyl-related controlled substances, eliminating the element of concealment from the crime of breach of privacy related
to installing or using a device to photograph or record another  identifiable person under or through the clothing being worn by that other person or another identifiable
person who is nude or in a state of undress and excluding certain types of incarceration time from being included in the allowance for time spent incarcerated when
calculating a criminal defendant's sentence.

SB 414 Emergency Final Action Amended 3/27/24 Yea 122 0 0 2 0 1 0 125

Creating the crime of encouraging suicide and providing criminal penalties therefor, amending the crime of aggravated endangering a child to increase the criminal
penalties when bodily harm to the child results and when a child is in certain environments associated with fentanyl-related controlled substances, increasing the
criminal penalties for unlawful distribution of fentanyl-related controlled substances, eliminating the element of concealment from the crime of breach of privacy related
to installing or using a device to photograph or record another  identifiable person under or through the clothing being worn by that other person or another identifiable
person who is nude or in a state of undress and excluding certain types of incarceration time from being included in the allowance for time spent incarcerated when
calculating a criminal defendant's sentence.

SB 414 Motion to adopt CCR 4/26/24 Yea 114 0 0 1 0 10 0 125

Requiring certain persons on a third or subsequent conviction of driving under the influence to participate in a multidisciplinary model of services for substance use
disorders, removing the requirement that municipal courts collect fingerprints from persons convicted of violating certain municipal ordinance provisions, amending the
crime of aggravated endangering a child to increase the criminal penalties when bodily harm to the child results and when a child is in certain environments associated
with fentanyl-related controlled substances, increasing the criminal penalties for unlawful distribution of fentanyl-related controlled substances, eliminating the element
of concealment from the crime of breach of privacy related to installing or using a device to photograph or record another identifiable person under or through the
clothing being worn by that other person or another identifiable person who is nude or in a state of undress, excluding certain types of incarceration time from being
included in the allowance for time spent incarcerated when calculating a criminal defendant's sentence and updating the general terms of supervision for offenders on
probation and postrelease supervision.

SB 419 EFA Sub Bill 3/27/24 Yea 122 0 0 2 0 1 0 125

House Substitute for SB 419 by Committee on Corrections and Juvenile Justice - Requiring the secretary of corrections to assist inmates with obtaining identification
and employment-related documentation.
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SB 419 Motion to adopt CCR 4/26/24 Yea 114 0 0 1 0 10 0 125

House Substitute for SB 419 by Committee on Corrections and Juvenile Justice - Providing immunity from prosecution for certain drug crimes when persons seek or
provide medical assistance related to the use of a controlled substance.

SB 420 EFA Sub Bill 3/27/24 Yea 122 0 0 2 0 1 0 125

House Substitute for SB 420 by Committee on Corrections and Juvenile Justice - Providing that each juvenile offender case length limit extension shall not for not
longer than 90 days and allowing juvenile offenders in the custody of the secretary of corrections to leave the juvenile correctional facility for certain programming and
educational opportunities when approved by the secretary.

SB 420 Motion to adopt CCR 4/26/24 Yea 113 1 0 1 0 10 0 125

House Substitute for SB 420 by Committee on Corrections and Juvenile Justice - Allowing juvenile offenders in the custody of the secretary of corrections to leave the
juvenile correctional facility for certain programming and educational opportunities when approved by the secretary.

SB 423 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 122 1 0 2 0 0 0 125

Reducing the number of appointed board members on certain insurance-related governing boards and the frequency of meetings of the the committee on surety bonds
and insurance.

SB 423 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 80 41 0 1 0 3 0 125

Transferring authority over the Kansas State Employee Health Plan and the State Workers Compensation Self-Insurance Fund from the Department of Administration to
the Department of Insurance and establishing the Commissioner of Insurance as the Chairperson of the Kansas State Employees Health Care Commission; authorizing
the Commissioner to decrease the number of board members on certain boards and reduce the frequency of meetings and to set the amount of fees and fines for
required filings by certain insurance entities and public adjusters under the jurisdiction of the Commissioner and publish such fees and fines; amending the definition of
“person” in law regarding violations of insurance law.

SB 424 Final Action 3/21/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Providing for geographic positions or locations of points within the state of Kansas under the Kansas plane coordinate system act.

SB 430 Emergency Final Action 3/27/24 Yea 122 0 0 2 0 1 0 125

Providing workers compensation act coverage for the Kansas national guard, limiting benefit reductions for retirement benefits, increasing dependents death benefits,
reducing certain functional impairment requirements, increasing compensation for certain disability categories and for treatment without authorization, raising the
evidentiary standard for future medical treatment, limiting certain procedures for post-award medical benefit claims, allowing benefit payment by funds transfer or
payment cards, establishing procedures for neutral healthcare examinations, exchanges and admission of medical reports, extending employee injury notification
deadlines, eliminating the deadline for motions to avoid dismissal for lack of prosecution, providing for expedited settlement and digital recording of hearings and other
changes to the workers compensation act.

SB 431 Emergency Final Action 3/14/24 Yea 121 0 0 0 0 4 0 125

Directing the capitol preservation committee to approve plans for a memorial honoring Emil Joseph Kapaun.

SB 433 Final Action 3/26/24 Yea 121 2 0 2 0 0 0 125

Clarifying practice privileges of institutional license holders.

SB 434 Final Action 3/26/24 Yea 71 52 0 2 0 0 0 125

Exempting the practice of hair removal by sugaring from the definition of cosmetology.

SB 438 Emergency Final Action Amended 3/27/24 Yea 122 0 0 2 0 1 0 125

Eliminating the requirement to subtract other aid from the state payment in the AO-K program.
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SB 438 Motion to adopt CCR 4/4/24 Yea 98 22 0 1 0 4 0 125

Establishing the Kansas blueprint for literacy and a literacy advisory committee, directing the board of regents to appoint a director of literacy education, requiring the
board of regents and board of education to collaborate on a literacy micro-credential, providing university presidents and deans of education oversight over
postsecondary literacy courses, requiring a plan to establish centers of excellence in reading, requiring the board of education to submit annual reports to the legislature
on literacy goals; establishing the Kansas education opportunity scholarship to replace the Kansas ethnic minority scholarship, removing limits on Kansas nursing
service scholarship awards and modifying the interest rate terms and repayment obligations for such awards, eliminating the requirement to subtract other aid from the
state payment for the AO-K program, modifying financial limitations on Kansas hero's scholarship awards and broadening eligibility requirements for such awards.

SB 455 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 107 16 0 2 0 0 0 125

Authorizing electric public utilities to retain certain electric generating facilities in the utility&#39;s rate base, prohibiting the state corporation commission from
authorizing the retirement of fossil fuel-fired electric generating facilities unless certain requirements are met, requiring the commission to report annually on retirements
of fossil fuel-fired facilities and revising commission procedures when conducting proceedings for predeterminations of ratemaking principles and treatment.

SB 455 Motion to adopt CCR 4/3/24 Yea 121 0 0 1 0 3 0 125

Prohibiting public utilities from exercising eminent domain for the siting or placement of solar generation facilities.

SB 458 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 123 0 0 2 0 0 0 125

Specifying that certain drug offenses do not give rise to forfeiture under the Kansas standard asset seizure and forfeiture act, requiring courts to make a finding that
forfeiture is not excessive, restricting actions prior to commencement of forfeiture proceedings, requiring probable cause affidavit filing and review to commence
proceedings, increasing the burden of proof required to forfeit property to clear and convincing evidence and authorizing courts to order payment of attorney fees and
costs for certain claimants.

SB 458 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Specifying that certain drug offenses do not give rise to forfeiture under the Kansas standard asset seizure and forfeiture act, providing limitations on state and local law
enforcement agency requests for federal adoption of a seizure under the act, requiring probable cause affidavit filing and review to commence forfeiture proceedings,
increasing the burden of proof required to forfeit property to clear and convincing evidence, authorizing courts to order payment of attorney fees and costs for certain
claimants and requiring the Kansas bureau of investigation to submit forfeiture fund financial reports to the legislature.

SB 462 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 122 1 0 2 0 0 0 125

Authorizing the director of vehicles to adopt rules and regulation for participation in the federal motor carrier safety administration's drug and alcohol clearinghouse
program and authorizing the director of vehicles to waive the commercial driver's license knowledge and skills test for an applicant that provides evidence that such
applicant qualifies for the military even exchange program.

SB 467 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 117 6 0 2 0 0 0 125

Increasing the membership appointed by the governor on the council on travel and tourism and updating the house committee assignment required for house members
from the committee on agriculture and natural resources to the committee on commerce, labor and economic development;reducing the required allocation of funds
from the department of commerce&#39;s matching grant program for the promotion of tourism by public and nonprofit entities and removing the restriction on the
percentage of such funds granted to a single entity.

SB 467 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Nay 94 26 0 1 0 4 0 125

Expanding and making changes to membership on the Council on Travel and Tourism (Council); making changes to the Department of Commerce’s matching grant
program  for the promotion of tourism; creating and providing transfers to the STAR Bonds Food Sales Tax Revenue Replacement Fund, expanding the STAR Bond
program to include historic theaters; increasing the maximum finance limit for rural redevelopment projects; allowing for legislative approval of a port authority by
enactment of a bill; and authorizing the establishment of a port authority by the Unified Government of Wyandotte County and Kansas City, Kansas.
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SB 473 Final Action Amended 3/26/24 Yea 82 41 0 2 0 0 0 125

Authorizing a notice to appear that meets certain requirements to serve as a lawful complaint under the Kansas code of criminal procedure, requiring a minimum bond
premium in district court and providing reasons for suspending or terminating authorization of a compensated surety.

SB 473 Consideration of Veto 4/29/24 Yea 87 38 0 0 0 0 0 125

Authorizing a notice to appear that meets certain requirements to serve as a lawful complaint under the Kansas code of criminal procedure, requiring a minimum bond
premium in district court and providing reasons for suspending or terminating authorization of a compensated surety.

SB 481 Final Action 3/21/24 Yea 119 1 0 1 0 4 0 125

Renaming Kansas state university polytechnic campus as Kansas state university Salina.

SB 491 Final Action 3/21/24 Yea 119 1 0 1 0 4 0 125

Standardizing criminal history record check fingerprinting language and defining who may be fingerprinted for a criminal history record check.

SB 500 Emergency Final Action Amended 3/27/24 Yea 121 1 0 2 0 1 0 125

Providing restricted driving privileges for certain individuals that fail to comply with a traffic citation, authorizing certain individuals with revoked driving privileges to be
eligible for restricted driving privileges, permitting such individuals to drive to and from dropping off or picking up children from school or child care, to and from
purchasing groceries or fuel and to and from religious worship services and providing for hardship payment plans and waiver of fines..

SB 500 Motion to adopt CCR 4/5/24 Yea 120 0 0 1 0 4 0 125

Providing restricted driving privileges for certain individuals that fail to comply with a traffic citation, authorizing certain individuals with revoked driving privileges to be
eligible for restricted driving privileges and permitting such individuals to drive to and from dropping off or picking up children from school or child care, to and from
purchasing groceries or fuel and to and from religious worship services.
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